Sikh Clothes – Reference Number 133946

Variety of Sikh Clothing

Sikh Collection - Reference Number 834

Contents:

Kanga – comb
Kara – bangle
Kirpan – dagger
Kaccha – shorts
Khanda Symbol
Mala Prayer Beads
Turban Length
Sikh Beard Net
Garland with Guru Nanak
Necklace with Kirpan Symbol
Chauri – fly swat
Rumal – bandana
Ik Onkar
Sikh Flag
Patka – cloth worn under turban
Nitnem – Sikh Holy Writings
Sikhism Photopack
Sikhism Snap Cards

Books:
Sikhism in India – Families and their Faiths by Hawker & Campbell
Visiting a Gurdwara – Start-up Religion by Ruth Nason
Celebrating Sikh Festivals – Raintree by Nick Hunter
We are Sikhs – My Religion and Me by Philip Blake
Sikhism Kit 1 – Reference Number 133950

Contents;

Kanga – comb
Kara – bangle
Kirpan – dagger
Kaccha – shorts
Khanda – double edged sword
Khanda Symbol
Mala Prayer Beads x2
Turban Length
Chauri – fly swat
Guru Nanak Plaque
Necklace with 3 Ks
Rumal – bandana
Ik Onkar
Sikh Flag
Patka – cloth worn under turban
Nitnem – Sikh Holy Writings
Sikhism Photopack
Sikhism Snap Cards
Books:
Celebrating Sikh Festivals – Raintree by Nick Hunter
We are Sikhs – My Religion and Me by Philip Blake

Sikhism Kit 2 - Reference Number 133947

Contents;

Kanga – comb
Kara – bangle
Kirpan – dagger
Kaccha – shorts
Khanda Symbol
Mala Prayer Beads – cotton
Turban Length
Chauri – fly swat
Garland with Guru Nanak
Guru Nanak Plaque
Rumal – bandana
Ik Onkar
Sikh Flag
Patka – cloth worn under turban
Nitnem – Sikh Holy Writings
Sikhism Photopack
Sikhism Snap Cards
Books:
*Celebrating Sikh Festivals – Raintree* by Nick Hunter
*We are Sikhs – My Religion and Me* by Philip Blake

**Sikhism Kit 3 - Reference Number 133945**

Contents:

- Kara – bangle
- Kanga – comb
- Kaccha – shorts
- Kirpan – dagger
- Khanda – double edged sword
- Sikh Beard Net
- Chauri – fly whisk
- Turban Length
- Mala Prayer Beads
- Garland with Guru Nanak
- Guru Nanak Plaque
- Rumal – bandana
- Ik Onkar
- Sikh Flag
- Patka – cloth worn under turban
- Nitnem – Sikh Holy Writings
- Sikhism Photopack
- Sikhism Snap Cards
Books:
*Celebrating Sikh Festivals – Raintree* by Nick Hunter
*We are Sikhs – My Religion and Me* by Philip Blake